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H I G H L I G H T S
c We consider a public goods game with punishment and insurance against punishment.
c We investigate whether the insurance destabilize the cooperation.
c In principle, cooperation can break down due to insurance.
c For realistic, assumptions on the cost of insurance, cooperation remain stable.
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In a public goods game, cooperation can be a stable outcome if defectors are facing efficient

punishment. In some public goods systems, punishment is undermined by an insurance system where

speculators buy a policy that sequentially covers all punishment costs. Here, we study a simple model

to investigate the question whether stable cooperation can break down in the presence of such

speculation. We do indeed find scenarios where speculation either leads to the reduction of the basin of

attraction of the cooperative equilibrium or even the loss of stability of this equilibrium. This however

only happens if the costs of the insurance are lower than the expected fines faced by a defector. We

argue that an insurance of this type is not viable and conclude that under realistic assumptions

speculation does not destabilize cooperation.

& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Even if cooperation is beneficial for all members of a commu-
nity, it is often not easy to achieve since individuals have an
incentive to reap the benefits of cooperation by others without
contributing to the costs of cooperation. The prototype example
for this ‘social dilemma’ involved in cooperation is the public
goods game (Brandt et al., 2006; Fehr and Gächter, 2002; Hardin,
1968; Heckathorn, 1996) where each player has two strategic
options: cooperation and defection. Cooperators invest into the
public good, and their investment is multiplied by a factor r41.
Hence such investment increases the welfare of the group. The
problem is that the revenue of the investment is distributed over
all group members, irrespective of whether they contributed to
the public good or not. Accordingly, an individual’s return on its
investment c is rc=N, which is smaller than the investment if
ll rights reserved.
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roN. As a consequence, it is individually rational not to con-
tribute to the public good in this case, although the cooperative
outcome would be much preferred by everyone than the non-
cooperative outcome. Why then is cooperation that widespread in
human society?

A variety of solutions for this dilemma has been discussed in
the literature (for reviews see Nowak, 2006; West et al., 2007).
Cooperation can, for example, be stabilized if interactions among
players are not random and if cooperators tend to be associated
with cooperators while defectors tend to be associated with
defectors (Nowak and May, 1992; Nowak and Sigmund, 1992;
Perc and Szolnoki, 2010; Szabó and Fáth, 2007). In biology, kin
structure (Reece et al., 2003) or local dispersal and differential
productivity related to cooperation (Xavier et al., 2009) can lead
to such assortment. In humans, cooperation can be stabilized if
individuals tend to stay in cooperative neighborhoods (Fu et al.,
2008) or tend to leave non-cooperative neighborhoods (Pacheco
et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012). But even in a well-mixed
community cooperation can be a stable outcome if a social
dilemma is embedded in a richer game theoretical structure
(Maynard Smith, 1982; McNamara and Weissing, 2010). For
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example, reciprocity in repeated interactions (Boyd and
Lorberbaum, 1987; Pacheco et al., 2008) or cooperation based
on the reputation on one’s interaction partners (Fu et al., 2008;
Rand et al., 2009; Szolnoki and Perc, 2010) can transform the
short-term benefits of defection into long-term costs, thereby
stabilizing cooperation.

Cooperation can also be stabilized by punishment. In theory
and in experiments, punishment has turned out to be a simple but
effective mechanism to prevent cheating even under full anon-
ymity (Van den Berg and Weissing, 2012; Piazza and Bering,
2008). There is now a rich literature on whether and how various
forms of punishment are effective in bringing about cooperation
(Rand et al., 2009; Szolnoki and Perc, 2010), peer punishment
(Boyd et al., 2003; Fowler, 2005; Hauert et al., 2007; Nakamaru
and Iwasa, 2006), pool punishment (Perc, 2012; Sigmund et al.,
2010; Szolnoki et al., 2011), and anti-social punishment (Rand
and Nowak, 2011). Although punishment can be effective in
stabilizing cooperation, the emergence of punishment is not
self-evident. In fact, costly punishment may be viewed as a public
good itself. As a consequence, punishment may be destabilized by
a second-order free rider incentives (Van den Berg and Weissing,
2012; Perc, 2012). Here we are less interested in the establish-
ment of an effective system of punishment, but in the possible
destabilization of such a system once it is present. We consider a
system where defectors are caught with a certain probability a
and where a fine b is imposed on them when caught. Hence the
expected costs of defection are ab, which are imposed upon
defectors by an external agency. We investigate the question
whether insurance against such punishment, an additional option
found in several systems, may lead to the collapse of punishment-
stabilized cooperation.

A good example for what we have in mind is reported for the
Paris Metro system. A group of Parisians has started an insurance
funds to pay the fines of Paris Metro fare dodgers who are caught
by ticket controllers who periodically patrol the metro cars. The
members of such an insurance group pay some money per month
for the insurance, which in turn will pay their fines when being
caught without a metro ticket. The question is whether such an
insurance system can threaten the persistence of a public good
like a well-running Metro system. To address this question, we
consider a public goods game with a external-agency punishment
system indicated above. We extend this game by adding a third
strategy, called speculation, which corresponds to buying an
insurance policy covering the costs of punishment when caught
defecting. In another words, by paying a fixed cost for their
insurance policy, speculators can defect without paying any fine.

The outcome of this extended public goods game will of course
depend on the costs of the insurance policy. We make the
reasonable assumption that these costs decrease with the number
of participants in the insurance system. Based on this assumption,
we consider various scenarios for which we answer the question
whether and to what extent speculation can lead to the break
down of cooperation.
2. Model

Here, we consider the following model. Each player receives a
certain benefit bxc which is proportional to the relative frequency
of cooperative individuals xc. The costs associated with behavior
differ between strategies. Cooperators have a fixed cost c corre-
sponding to the investment in the public goods game. Defectors
do not have this cost, but are confronted with punishment when
caught. Their expected fine is ab, which reflects the a of being
detected and the fine b in cost of detective. Speculator also
neither have to pay the cost investment nor a fine when caught,
instead they have to pay an amount l corresponding to the
insurance policy. Notably, it is plausible that the insurance is a
profit management, thus the value of l is not a constant number.
For example, when the insurance company has more premium, it
can use the money for investing and the earns can make the
company charge much less from its clients. Therefore, we can
make a safe assumption that l is a decreasing function of xs. Here
xs is the fraction of speculators in a population.

These assumptions result in the payoffs for cooperation,
defection and speculation respectively:

Pc ¼ bxc�c

Pd ¼ bxc�ab
Ps ¼ bxc�lðxsÞ

8><
>: ð1Þ

This payoff structure corresponds to the standard public goods
game in a infinite population (Fehr and Gächter, 2002). In this
game, each unit of investment is multiplied by a factor r and the
product is distributed among all players irrespective of their
strategies. Accordingly, here, b corresponds to rc.

However, in many situations, the number of players is finite.
We consider a finite model as follows. From time to time,
N players are chosen randomly from a large population of players.
Within such a group, if Nc denotes the number of cooperators
among the public goods players the net payoffs of the three
strategies are respectively given by

Pc ¼
rNcc

N
�c

Pd ¼
rNcc

N
�ab

Ps ¼
rNcc

N
�lðxsÞ

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

where r denotes the amplification effect on the common pool.
The chance that a given player occurs in a group of which m

other individuals cooperate is

N�1

m

� �
xm

c ð1�xcÞ
m�1

ð3Þ

Here, xc is the fraction of the cooperators in the whole population.
Defectors (playing D) that withhold their share and, therefore,
exploit other players, take the risk of an imposed fine of �b
(b40) with a probability of a (0oao1). Hence, the expected
payoff for a defector in such a group is

Pd ¼
XN�1

m ¼ 0

rmc

N

N�1

m

� �
xm

c ð1�xcÞ
m�1

¼
rcxcðN�1Þ

N
�ab ð4Þ

The payoff of a cooperator is as follows:

Pc ¼
XN�1

m ¼ 0

rcðmþ1Þ

N
�1

� �
N�1

m

� �
xm

c ð1�xcÞ
m�1

¼
rcxcðN�1Þ

N
þ

rc

N
�c ð5Þ

The payoff of a speculator is as follows:

Ps ¼
XN�1

m ¼ 0

rcm

N
�l

� � N�1

m

� �
xm

c ð1�xcÞ
m�1

¼
rcxcðN�1Þ

N
�lðxsÞ ð6Þ

In the above model, N41, 1oroN, 0oao1 and b40, using
xc as the proportion of cooperators in the investigated population.

We can recover the payoffs obtained from Eq. (1) by defining
~b ¼ rcðN�1Þ=N and ~c ¼ cð1�r=NÞ. We get the payoffs for cooperation,
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defection and speculation respectively:

Pc ¼
~bxc� ~c

Pd ¼
~bxc�ab

Ps ¼
~bxc�lðxsÞ

8>><
>>:

ð7Þ

For 1oroN (if all cooperate, they are better off than if all defect), the
public goods game is a social dilemma and zero investment is the
individually optimal strategy. The first term in the expression
represents the benefit that the agent obtains from the public goods,
while the second term denotes cost. For cooperators, the cost is ~c ,
instead of the investment to the public goods c, and for speculators,
the cost is the payment to the insurance. Selfish individuals will
therefore always avoid the cost of altruism, i.e. a collective of selfish
players will never cooperate.
3. Results

We are interested in how the game dynamics are affected by
the cost of the insurance policy l and the depends of l on the
frequency of policy holders xs. In total, we consider 12 insurance
policies, which are discussed in scenario C1 till C6 in Fig. 1 and D1

till D6 in Fig. 2. Fig. 1 focuses on the situation ab4 ~c implying that
the fine for defectors is higher than the costs of cooperation.
Hence, punishment is efficient in the sense that in the absence of
speculation cooperation is the dominant strategy. The question is
whether cooperation will break down in the presence of specula-
tion. Fig. 2 considers the opposite case abo ~c , where defection is
the dominating strategy. Here the question is whether specula-
tion can get off the ground and whether it might even be
favorable for cooperation.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the game dynamics takes on six
qualitatively different scenarios, which will be discussed one
by one.

Scenario C1 (lð0Þ4lð1Þ4ab): In this case, for all xs, specula-
tion (S) and defection are both unstable equilibria of the game
dynamics. The cooperation equilibrium (C) is stable and in fact a
global attractor.

Scenario C2 (lð0Þ4ab4lð1Þ4 ~c): In this case, lðxsÞwill decline
below ab beyond a certain frequency of speculators xs. There is an
additional border equilibrium consisting of speculation and
defection. But this equilibrium is unstable. As before, the coop-
erative equilibrium is a global attractor.

Scenario C3 (ab4lð0Þ4lð1Þ4 ~c): In comparison with scenario
C1, defection is now a repellor while speculation is now a saddle
Fig. 1. Effects of insurance against punishment in case ab4 ~c , where in the absence of s

are six scenarios for the game dynamics that are characterized by the magnitude of t

frequency of speculation xs . (a) Example functions lðxsÞ corresponding to the six scenar

of an interior equilibrium point, the dynamics is fully characterized by the flow on the

Open dots are unstable equilibrium points and closed dots are stable equilibrium poin
point. Still, cooperation is the only stable equilibrium and in fact a
global attractor.

Scenario C4 (ab4lð0Þ4 ~c4lð1Þ): Now lðxsÞ will decline below
~c beyond a certain value of xs. This creates a border equilibrium
consisting of speculation and cooperation. This equilibrium is
unstable. It separates the two stable equilibria corresponding to
pure cooperation (C) and pure speculation (S). Hence, the out-
come of the game dynamics depends on initial conditions.

Scenario C5 (lð0Þ4ab4 ~c4lð1Þ): The game dynamics is very
much the same as in scenario C4. However, there is now an
additional unstable equilibrium consisting of speculation and
defection.

Scenario C6 (~c4lð0Þ4lð1Þ): In this case, pure cooperation
(C) is no longer stable neither globally nor locally. Pure specula-
tion (S) is a global attractor.

Summarizing the six scenarios corresponding to ab4 ~c , we can
conclude that pure cooperation is still a global attractor if lð1Þ4 ~c
(scenarios C1, C2, and C3) while there is no longer the case for lð1Þo ~c .
In the latter case, cooperation is still locally stable if lð0Þ4 ~c
(scenarios C4 and C5). Cooperation is fully destabilized if lð0Þo ~c . In
this case, pure speculation is a global attractor (scenario C6).

Similar to the above, we also obtain six scenarios for the case
~c4ab (illustrated in Fig. 2), where punishment is not sufficiently
frequent or severe to deter defection.

Scenario D1, (lð0Þ4lð1Þ4 ~c): For all xs, cooperation dominates
speculation while defection dominates both cooperation and
speculation. Pure defection (D) is a global attractor.

Scenario D2 (lð0Þ4 ~c4lð1Þ4ab): Pure defection is still a
global attractor, but now there is an additional unstable equili-
brium consisting of cooperation and speculation.

Scenario D3 (~c4lð0Þ4lð1Þ4ab): In comparison with scenario
D1, cooperation is now a repellor while speculation has turned into a
saddle point. Still, defection remains stable and a global attractor.

Scenario D4 (~c4lð0Þ4ab4lð1Þ): Now an unstable border
equilibrium appears that consisting of speculation and defection.
This equilibrium separates the two stable equilibria consisting of
pure speculation (S) and pure defection (D). The outcome of the
game dynamics depends on the initial conditions.

Scenario D5 (lð0Þ4 ~c4ab4lð1Þ): Similar to scenario D4, but
with an additional unstable border equilibrium consisting of
speculation and cooperation.

Scenario D6 (ab4lð0Þ4lð1Þ): Now pure defection (D) is no
longer stable. Pure speculation (S) is a global attractor.

Summarizing the six scenarios corresponding to ~c4ab, we can
conclude that pure defection is still a global attractor if lð1Þ4ab
(scenarios D1, D2, and D3). When lð1Þoab, defection is still locally
peculation, cooperation dominates defection. In the presence of speculation, there

he costs of the insurance policy l and the steepness of the decline of l with the

ios C1–C6 and (b) resulting game dynamics in the six scenarios. Due to the absence

boundary of the strategy simplex. The corners C, D, and S are equilibrium points.

ts.



Fig. 2. Effects of insurance against punishment in case abo ~c , where in the absence of speculation, defection dominates cooperation. In the presence of speculation, there

are six scenarios for the game dynamics that are characterized by the magnitude of the costs of the insurance policy l and the steepness of the decline of l with the

frequency of speculation xs . (a) Example functions lðxsÞ corresponding to the six scenarios D1–D6 and (b) resulting game dynamics in the six scenarios. Open dots are

unstable equilibrium points and closed dots are stable equilibrium points.
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stable if lð0Þ4ab (scenarios D4 and D5). In case of lð0Þoab, pure
speculation is a global attractor (scenario D6).
4. Conclusions

Although punishment can lead to the establishment of stable
cooperation, it is not self-evident that a system of punishment can
get established in the first place. Even if an effective system of
punishment is in place, it can often be destabilized by additional
strategic options. Here we considered one such situation. For
simplicity we assumed that punishment of a given effectiveness
(ab) is externally imposed upon the defectors in a public goods
game. We do not consider the question how the punishment
system was established or who carries the costs of punishment.
If all members of the communities have to pay the costs for the
punishment institution (e.g. if this institution is paid by taxes),
including theses costs will not affect our analysis in anyway;
if only cooperators have to pay these costs (e.g. if the institution
is paid from ticket revenues of the metro), they can be subsumed
in the costs of cooperation. Irrespective of how the punish-
ment system got established and who pays the costs, we asked
the question whether, and to what extent, punishment-
enforced cooperation can be undermined by insurance against
punishment.

When punishment is effective in the sense that cooperation is
a dominant strategy in the absence of speculation ( ~coab) our
answer is twofold. In principle, speculation can destabilize co
operation, by either turning the cooperative equilibrium from a
global attractor into a locally stable equilibrium (scenarios C4 and
C5) or by destabilizing it completely (scenario C6). However, such
destabilization only occurs if the costs of the insurance policy
lambda(xs) are smaller than ab for at least some values of xs. Such
low costs do not seem realistic. In fact, the expected fines to be
paid by the insurance company for each policy holder amount to
ab. Taking into account additional overhead costs and a profit
margin, one would expect that an insurance system is only viable
if the costs of the policy are (substantially) larger than ab. If this is
the case, however, cooperation remains a global attractor.

A similar conclusion can be drawn for the case ~c4ab where a
punishment system is in place, although it is not effective in the
sense that it does not deter against defection. In all scenarios, the
cooperative equilibrium remains unstable; hence speculation
cannot stabilize cooperation. Defection can be destabilize by
speculation (scenarios D4, D5, D6), but only in the case that the
costs of the insurance policy are below ab and, hence, unreason-
ably low.
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